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GOLD

CMP: 29920(oct)

Gold has shown good fall .Now some reversal is not rule out.Gold 29800 target achived .Now we expect gold to
bounce for current week.The best level to enter long trade is 29500-29300.
Gold as expected made a bottom around 29300.Now Gold can bounce till 30500.You also can get the bottom by
proper learning

SILVER

CMP: 49500(DEC)

Silver is buy on dip expect a good teji in silver in coming days 49000-48500 is best zone to go long with
47900 as stoploss and 56000 as target.
Ufffff silver made a bottom of 48488...as mentioned 5 days back and bounce .Dont be surprise if we get
56000 in coming days.Again Learn the science to predict

COPPER

CMP:468

Be in teji in copper till above 512.For intraday selling is advisable in copper around 505 AND 506 with
513.1as stoploss.486 AS TARGET (SHORT TERM CALL)The next target for copper is 464-467
For current week 450-452 is best buying zone with 444.9 as stoploss
Ufff copper bottom was 451 and rising towards 468 and 480.Again the power of learning of predicting
bottoms with small stoploss.

NICKEL

CMP: 890

Nickel has support @ 860-865 zone and major resistance around 930-940and 1000.Best intraweek level to
buy nickel is 860-865 with 854.9as stoploss and 930 and 1000 target in coming days.
Uffff nickel made a bottom 865 .We wrote when it touched it will come to 870-875.and bounce from this
level till 900 and 930.So learn this as a science not gambling.Choice is yours

NATURAL GAS

CMP:237

Natural gas has strong resistance @239-241 zone sell around this zone with 245 as stoploss and 207 as target.Ufff
again natural gas took a turn from 240.5 and came down till 234.Again its a scince Just learn it

ZINC

CMP: 118

For current week sell zinc @ 121-122with 123.1 as stoploss and target 112-113

Lead

CMP: 132

For intraweek sell lead around 135 with 137 as stoploss and 125 as target

CMP: 6641
CRUDE OIL

.

Intraweek major resistance in crude is at 6950 zone.we are bearish in crude for current week for the target
6600-6650.
Ufff have you noticed the bottom of crude !!!!!yes you are correct 6625 which in our band of 66006650.and from there rise till 6850++++++.Yes if you are correct once its a gambling if more than 7-8
times its a science.Just Learn it
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